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For Immediate Release

Timothy Hsu Joins AFDO/RAPS Healthcare Products Collaborative as AI Lead
(March 30, 2022) — In the newly announced role of Healthcare Technology Innovation
Director, Timothy Hsu will take the lead in continuing the significant work of the Artificial
Intelligence workgroups and teams for the AFDO/RAPS Healthcare Products Collaborative.
The AFDO/RAPS Healthcare Products Collaborative recently announced that their new
partnership will carry on Xavier Heath’s legacy of delivering the AI Summit and supporting the
AI communities’ work.
Hsu is a member of the AI Initiative’s Core Strategic Team and has also spent several years
working with the Good Machine Learning Practice (GMLP), Artificial Intelligence Orchestration
(AIO), and Artificial Intelligence at Point of Care (AI@POC) teams in varying capacities
“Timothy is known for utilizing his clinical, administrative and operational, and health
technology experiences to connect teams and individuals,” says Steven Mandernach, AFDO
executive director. “AFDO and RAPS see the need for his ability to translate across
traditionally siloed fields of expertise as invaluable for taking all the significant AI work to a new
level. His diversity of experience in the healthcare field provides Tim with the ability to
strategically navigate the future of the industry.”
“Timothy’s past involvement with the AI working groups makes him a natural choice to guide
the AFDO/RAPS initiatives into the future,” says Brian Savoie, RAPS vice president for
education & professional development. “We look forward to creating, cultivating, and inspiring
new scholarship in the space, and are fortunate that Timothy will be a key partner in advancing
these initiatives.”
Hsu has served across the clinical, operational, and administrative spectrums in healthcare
systems ranging from pediatric, academic, research, and community hospitals. His roles in
healthcare systems have included work in strategy, planning, perioperative, service line, and
population health divisions. Before joining the AFDO/RAPS Healthcare Products Collaborative,
Hsu was Product Manager in Clinical Intelligence at Premier Inc., where he was the product
owner of Service Line Analytics, Cost Accounting, Patient Analytics, and Clinical Professional
Partnerships. He was the market research strategist for healthcare market futures at GBBN
Architects.

Hsu has a BA in English and Neuroscience from Kenyon College and a Master’s in Health
Services Administration from Xavier University. He has completed certificate programs in AI &
Business Strategy at MIT Sloan and CSAIL.
Through the new partnership, the AI Summit has been scheduled for October 25 – 27, 2022.
About the Association of Food and Drug Officials (AFDO)
The Association of Food and Drug Officials (AFDO) is a well-recognized national organization that
represents state, territorial, and local regulatory. The Association’s principal purpose is to act as
the leader and a resource to state, territorial, and local regulatory agencies in developing strategies
to resolve and promote public health and consumer protection related to the regulation of food,
medical products, and cosmetics.
AFDO members are officials from federal, state, territorial, and local regulatory agencies that
administer these programs in conjunction and collaboration with FDA. Although industry associate
members can join AFDO, the organization is very unique in that only government regulatory
officials can vote on matters addressed by the Association. Unlike other organizations, this gives
AFDO a unique perspective on the infrastructure, capacity, strengths, and needs of state and local
food protection programs. Further AFDO works on issues related to food, medical products, and
cosmetics and has subject matters experts available in all disciplines related to FDA regulated
products. AFDO has a strong history dating back to 1896 of collaborating with other organizations
including associations, nonprofits, universities, and industry. AFDO members and stakeholders
play a critical role in formulating law, regulations and best practices related to drugs and medical
products. www.afdo.org
About Regulatory Affairs Professionals Society (RAPS)
The Regulatory Affairs Professionals Society (RAPS) is the largest global organization of and for
those involved with the regulation of healthcare and related products, including medical devices,
pharmaceuticals, biologics and nutritional products. Founded in 1976, RAPS helped establish the
regulatory profession and continues to actively support the professional and lead the profession as
a neutral, non-lobbying nonprofit organization. RAPS offers education and training, professional
standards, publications, research, knowledge sharing, networking, career development
opportunities and other valuable resources, including Regulatory Affairs Certification (RAC)
credentials, the only post-academic professional certifications to recognize regulatory excellence.
RAPS is headquartered in suburban Washington, DC, with chapters and affiliates
worldwide. www.RAPS.org.

